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/EINPresswire.com/ Cloud E-Discovery Flat Rates start at

$600/GB for End-to-End Services

Zetta Discovery Group now offers an innovative suite of

electronic discovery services bundled under simple flat

rates that provide predictable pricing for matters of all

sizes. The suite of e-discovery services includes Cloud

Data Collection, Cloud ESI Processing, Cloud Hosting, Cloud Review and Cloud Production and is

offered at the following flat rates:

* 3 Months      $600/GB

* 6 Months      $1000/GB

* 1 Year        $1500/GB

* Big Data      Starting at $50,000/Month for tera sized matters

Zetta Discovery Group has the flexibility to offer these competitive flat rates as a direct benefit of

implementing a solution that leverages the efficiency of cloud computing and the innovative

software of our technology partners. This platform also provides legal teams with the power to

be self-sufficient, with Bates numbering, Bates stamping, PDF conversion, native file exporting,

legacy database exporting (Concordance or Summation), production creation/exporting and yes,

even TIFF conversion, available on-demand and at no extra charge.

Fortune 100 corporations and AmLaw100 law firms are actively using the review platform as a

preservation, discovery and trial presentation solution and provide glowing reviews about their

satisfaction. It was expressly designed and built with progressive law firms and corporations in

mind, with a goal to process and organize massive amounts of complex data quickly, efficiently

and at low cost.

Law firms, corporations and vendors interested in learning more about these Cloud E-Discovery

Flat Rates should call +1.216.220.8020, +1. 877.597. DATA (3282), email

bizdev@zettadiscovery.com or click to www.ZettaDiscovery.com for additional information.

About Zetta Discovery Group Ltd

http://www.zettadiscovery.com/
http://www.zettadiscovery.com/
http://www.zettadiscovery.com/practice-areas/technical-services/data-collection
http://www.ZettaDiscovery.com


Zetta Discovery Group is a boutique eDiscovery and information governance consulting

company that leverages vast industry experience and cloud-based technologies to manage "Big

Data" associated with litigation, arbitration and investigation, whether it be around the corner or

around the globe. The company is based in Boise, Idaho with facilities in Cleveland, London, New

York City and Singapore. Additional information about the company is available by clicking to

http://www.zettadiscovery.com/ or by calling +1.877.597.DATA (3282).
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